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Abstract
We derive distributionfree uniform test error bounds that improve on
VCtype bounds for validation We show how to use knowledge of test
inputs to improve the bounds The bounds are sharp but they require
intense computation We introduce a method to trade sharpness for speed
of computation Also we compute the bounds for several test cases
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  Introduction
In learning theory bounds on outofsample error measure the ability of a learn
ing scheme to generalize ie to perform on data not used for training Bounds
that are uniform over a set of classiers have applications to model selection
and validation
Model selection is the choice without reference to the training data of a
class of classiers from which to select a classier through training VC analysis
 	 
   shows that if the class is suciently restricted and there are
enough training data then the error rates on training data are uniformly good
estimates of the error rates on outofsample data with high probability Hence
the classier selected because it has low training error is likely to have low
outofsample error as well
Validation is the use of some insample data to evaluate trained classiers
First the insample data is partitioned into training and validation data Next
classiers are selected using the training data Then the error rates over the
validation data are evaluated for the trained classiers Since the trained classi
ers are chosen without reference to the validation data the trained classiers
play the role of a class and the validation data plays the role of training data
in a simplied version of VC analysis  If there are suciently few trained
classiers and enough validation data then the error rates on validation data
are uniformly good estimates of the error rates on outofsample data with high
probability Hence the classier or classiers selected because they have low
validation error are likely to have low outofsample error as well
In this paper we develop improved uniform bounds These bounds apply
directly to validation schemes with few classiers including early stopping with
central classiers  and a method to validate voting committees and other
stacked classiers  In these schemes uniform error bounds are required over
only a few classiers and error bounds for the remaining classiers are derived
by inference The bounds that we develop are computationally expensive for
large sets of classiers so we introduce methods to mediate the tradeo be
tween bound strength and computational eciency by merging the new bounds
with those provided by VC analysis The merged bounds apply in the full VC
framework
The paper proceeds as follows First we introduce our machine learning
framework and review VCstyle bounds for validation Next we derive improved
bounds Then we discuss the computation required to calculate the bounds
and we present a method to trade bound strength for computational eciency
We conclude by calculating the improved bounds for several cases
	 VCStyle Uniform Error Bounds
  Framework
Our machine learning framework has the following structure There is an un
known booleanvalued target function and an unknown distribution over its
input space For example the input distribution could be typical data about
credit card applicants and the target function could be  if the applicant de
faults within  years of being issued a credit card and  otherwise
We have a set of classiers g
 
     g
M
 We have d validation examples
which were not used to train the classiers We want uniform bounds on the
error rates of the classiers over d
 
asyetunseen test examples The error rate
of a classier on a data set is dened as the rate of disagreement between the
classier and the target function over the inputs in the data set The validation
and test inputs are drawn independently at random according to the underlying
input distribution
   SingleClassier Bound
The rst step in developing VCstyle bounds that are uniform over classiers is
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  Uniform Bound
The singleclassier bound is
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To obtain uniform bounds consider the probability of at least one single
classier bound failure
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This is the VCstyle uniform bound
 Improved Uniform Error Bounds
In this section we improve the uniform error bound by extending the derivation
of the singleclassier bound to develop a uniform bound Instead of estimating
the probability of one or more singleclassier bound failures by summing over
the individual failure probabilities we consider the probability of the union
event directly As a result we produce sharper bounds
Just as the singleclassier bound is based on the worstcase number w of
incorrect outputs over the n validation and test inputs the multiple classier
bound is based on the worstcase pattern of incorrect outputs among the clas
siers over the inputs For S  f    Mg let w
S
be the number of inputs
for which the classiers indexed by S are incorrect and the other classiers are
correct Dene
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Note that w
m
  is the number of inputs for which g
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is incorrect
For a given partition of the n inputs into validation and test data let c
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where m abbreviates m  f    Mg and c   represents the condition
that each entry of c is nonnegative
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To nd the probability that the uniform bound over classiers fails sum the
probabilities of cases in which one or more singleclassier bounds fail ie
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The last two conditions follow from requiring that the validation and test error
rates be between zero and one Summation of 	 over the failure set produces
a uniform bound conditioned on w
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To remove the dependence on the unknown value of w maximize over all
possible values
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where w   is the sum of entries in w Denote the bound by B
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The uniform bound has been derived under the assumption that the valida
tion inputs and outputs are known since we need them to compute 
m
 We
have assumed that the test inputs and outputs are unknown Now suppose
that we know the test inputs We still cannot compute the pattern of incorrect
outputs w because the test outputs are unknown However we can compute
the pattern of agreements among classiers over the inputs and we can use this
information to constrain w in bound 
For S  f    Mg let a
S
be the number of the n validation and test inputs
for which each classier indexed by S returns  and each other classier returns
 For each input counted by a
S
 the classiers indexed by S are either all right
or all wrong So the input is counted by either w
S
or w
S
 Hence we have the
following additional constraints for 
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Denote the bound obtained with these constraints by B a
Even if we do not know the test inputs we can use knowledge of the valida
tion inputs to constrain w Let v
S
be the number of validation inputs for which
the classiers indexed by S are incorrect and the other classiers are correct
The inputs counted by v
S
are a subset of the inputs counted by w
S
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 Computation and Mixed Bounds
Computation of bound B
M
 by formula  is intractable for large numbers
of classiers and large data sets The computation can be reduced by using a
few tricks For example since the classiers have interchangeable roles in the
computation the maximization over w can be constrained to the values such
that the error rates over the combined validation and test data are ordered by
classiers fwjw
 
      w
M
g Also many terms in subformulas 	 and
 can be combined through a recursive algorithm that assigns a value to an
entry of c at each level For details contact the author Still the computation
of the bound  remains intractable for large cases
Suppose we have too many classiers M to compute B
M
 in reasonable
time We can still derive some benet from the improved bounds as follows For
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Now consider the probability of uniform bound failure
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Bound the probability of the union of events by the sum of event probabilities
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To nd a condence level for success of the uniform bound subtract
M
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from one to bound the probability of the complement of uniform bound failure
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Bound 	 combines the methods of bounds  and  As we increase
classier subset size k we produce stronger bounds that require more compu
tation For every problem
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However the inequality is not strict in all cases
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Using knowledge of the validation data and the test inputs to constrain w
as outlined in the previous section reduces the necessary computation and can
only improve the bounds If we use this information for the mixed bound 	
then the partitioning of classiers can aect the bound As we see from the
previous example the uniform bound over a subset of classiers is generally
weaker when the classiers within the subset have high rates of disagreement
Thus it makes sense to place classiers with high rates of agreement together
in subsets
To be more precise let ajS be the pattern of agreements among the classiers
indexed by S ie the projection of the pattern of agreements onto these classi
ers For example ajS
f g
is the number of examples for which the classiers
indexed by the rst and third elements of S return  and the other classiers
indexed by S return  Also let S
 
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P
be a partition of f    Mg Then
by a derivation similar to that used for 	
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where B a is as dened in the previous section The bound holds for every
partition S
 
     S
P
 Since B ajS depends on subset S the condence of the
bound depends on the partition used to compute it
 Tests
This section presents the results of tests using the improved uniform bounds
outlined in the development of  The tests were performed on credit card
data Each example corresponds to a credit card user There are six inputs that
correspond to user traits The traits are unknown because the data provider
has chosen to keep them secret There is a single output that indicates whether
or not the credit card user defaulted The data were obtained from a machine
learning database site at the University of California at Irvine The discrete
valued traits were removed leaving the six continousvalued traits Of the 
examples in the original database  examples had at least one trait missing
These examples were removed leaving  examples The data were cleaned by
Joseph Sill For further information see 
The classiers are articial neural networks with six input units six hidden
units and one output unit The hidden and output units have tanh activa
tion functions The initial weights were selected independently and uniformly
at random from    The networks were trained by gradient descent on
mean squared error over training examples using sequential mode weight up
dates with random order of example presentation in each epoch In all tests
the classiers are trained for  epochs
 Classiers From a Training Sequence
The rst set of tests focuses on obtaining uniform bounds over classiers drawn
from a training sequence These tests apply to validation of the classier chosen
by early stopping using the method of central classiers  In this scheme
a snapshot of the classier is recorded after each epoch of training These
snapshots are sampled at intervals forming a set of central classiers Uniform
error bounds are computed for the central classiers Then the validation error
is computed for all snapshots and the snapshot with minimum validation error
is delivered as the result of training The test error of this classier is bounded
by reference to a central classier using the fact that the dierence in error rates
between the chosen snapshot and the central classier can be no greater than
the rate of disagreement between the two classiers The condence level for the
bound by reference is the condence level for the uniform bound over central
classiers By using relatively few central classiers a higher condence level is
achieved than with uniform bounds over all snapshots Our goal in these tests
is to obtain uniform bounds over the central classiers with high condence
In each of the  tests the  examples were randomly partitioned into 
training examples d   validation examples and d
 
  test examples
Over  epochs of training a central classier was recorded after each 
epochs making  central classiers
Uniform bounds over the  classiers were computed by the following meth
ods
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Table  Levels of condence for uniform bounds over  classiers from a
training sequence Results are shown for  tests and for three bound methods
 VCstyle mixed bounds with partitions into classier pairs and mixed bounds
with partitions into sets of two and three classiers
 VCstyle bounds  with condence   B
 Mixed bound with test input constraints  using pairwise partitioning
of the classiers by sequence to obtain condence
  B ajf g    B ajf g 
 Mixed bound with test input constraints  partitioning in sequence
into two sets of three classiers followed by two sets of two classiers to
obtain condence
  B ajf  	g B ajf  g B ajf
 g B ajf g


The value of  was chosen to be the minimum value to the nearest thou
sandth that gives at least  condence for the VCstyle bound This value
is 	 and it gives condence  ie B  

 Since a uniform
bound over more than one classier can have no more condence than the bound
for a single classier B ajS  B for all ajS Hence the best possible con
dence level for the rst mixed bound is   B   For the second
bound it is   B  
The test results are shown in Table  Note that the condence levels increase
as we move through the three bound methods from the singleclassierbased
bound to those based on larger subsets of classiers In other words more
computation buys better bounds

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Table  Levels of condence for uniform bounds over  separately trained
classiers Results are shown for  tests and for three bound methods  VC
style mixed bounds with partitions into classier pairs and mixed bounds with
partitions into sets of two and three classiers
  Separately Trained Classiers
The second set of tests focuses on obtaining uniform bounds over classiers
that are trained separately These uniform bounds can be used to select a
classier or to bound the test error of a voting committee or some other stacked
classier  	 by reference 
In each of  tests the  examples were randomly partitioned into 
training examples d   validation examples and d
 
  test examples
In each test  classiers were trained using early stopping For each classier
the training data were partitioned into  examples for actual training and 
examples for early stopping A snapshot was recorded after each epoch The
snapshot with minimum error on the  examples was returned as the trained
classier
Uniform bounds over the  trained classiers were computed using the same
three methods used in the rst set of tests Once again  was set to 	 The
test results are shown in Table  As in the rst set of tests the condence
levels increase as we move to more computationally intensive bound methods

 Discussion
We have derived distributionfree uniform test error bounds that improve on
VCstyle bounds for validation and we have shown how to use knowledge of test
inputs to strengthen the bounds and reduce computation We have developed
mixed bounds that trade sharpness for reduction in computation Through
tests on credit card data we have shown that these bounds are eective for
applications in the real world This work presents several opportunities for
further inquiry including extension to the full VC framework analysis with the
goal of reducing computation and extension to nonuniform bounds
This paper used the validation framework in which validation error is used
to uniformly bound test error over a nite set of classiers In the full VC
framework training error is used to uniformly bound test error over a possibly
innite class of classiers To use the results of this paper in the VC framework
identify validation data here with training data in the VC framework Also
identify the set of classiers here with a subset of classiers in the class such
that there is some representative classier for each dichotomy that the class can
produce over the training and test examples To derive distributionfree bounds
use the bound for the worstcase arrangement of training and test inputs as in
the denition of the growth function  For details see   For any but
the smallest problems direct use of the improved bounds is computationally
infeasible However the mixed bounds prove useful In  the representative
classiers are partitioned into small sets of classiers with few disagreements
The mixed bounds over these partitions improve VC bounds
The computation required for the improved bounds restricts their utility
There are several analytic and algorithmic approaches that could yield com
putational reductions The bound  is dened in terms of the worstcase
distribution w Through analysis it may be possible to identify the worstcase
error distribution for given values of  and numbers of validation examples test
examples and classiers For example for large enough  and validation and
test sets of equal size it is known that the worstcase w for a single classier is
w


n

and w
f g

n


It would also be useful to identify the worstcase distributions for the bound

 with restrictions imposed by knowledge of the test inputs It may be
relatively easy to show that the worstcase w has
w
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for some conditions on  and equal numbers of validation and test examples
Even if closedform solutions for the worstcase w cannot be found it may
be possible to prove some properties of the bound given w  that allow more
ecient identication of the worstcase w For example if it can be shown
that all local maxima of the bound given w occur for worstcase ws then the
	
worstcase w can be identied through gradient descent instead of the present
exhaustive search
Finally it would be useful to extend the improved uniform bound to inter
esting nonuniform bounds For example if we will use only a classier with
minimum validation error then we are not really interested in the bounds on
the other classiers In this case we wish to compute
Prfg
m
with minimum 
m
j
 
m
 
m
 g 
The derivation should be similar to the derivation of the uniform bound in this
paper The condence will be at least as great as the condence for the uniform
bound It would be interesting to observe the dierence in condence levels For
a given partition the classiers with minimum validation error are more likely
than the average classier to have an unusually small number of their error
examples in the validation set In this case these classiers have an unusually
large number of error examples in the test set Hence these classiers are more
likely to be in violation of their bounds than a classier chosen at random

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